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Former Canadian Defense Minister
claims the Illuminati is REAL and has
technology to reverse climate change
but wants to keep it secret to help the
petroleum industry

Paul Hellyer, who served as Canadian Minister of Defense from 1963 to 1967,
made his claims on the Lazarus Effect podcast
Hellyer claims the Illuminati is a real entity that runs the world
He said that the elite of the world possess the technology to reverse climate
change but are suppressing it
Hellyer also talked about alien life on the podcast, stating it is more advanced
than humanity 

By DAILYMAIL.COM REPORTER
PUBLISHED: 03:45 GMT, 13 February 2018 | UPDATED: 14:00 GMT, 13 February 2018

Paul Hellyer, who oversaw the Canadian defense forces in the 1960s, has come out
and said that the illuminati is a real entity and is controlling the world - making him
the highest ranking government official worldwide to do so.

Hellyer told the Lazarus Effect podcast he believes the world's elite has the
technology to reverse the effects of climate change, but is holding back from the
public. When asked why, Hellyer said that the Illuminati wanted to help the
petroleum industry.

The Illuminati are a group that conspiracy theorists assert controls the world's affairs
and economy, and its members come from the worlds of politics, business and
entertainment.

According to Hellyer, many members of the Illuminati have stakes in how well the oil
industry performs financially.
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Paul Hellyer, who served in the Canadian government for decades, claims that the Illuminati is
a real entity and is withholding information from the public
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'You have a got secret cabal that's actually running the world and they've managed
to keep this technology under wraps until they can cash in the trillions of oil assets
that they've got,' Hellyer said.

'And it's not going to change until hundreds of thousands of people band together
and say look "you've got to come clean, tell us what is going on, and change your
priorities to save the world for further generations instead of blowing it on wars."
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Share or comment on this article: Ex Canadian minister says Illuminati controls the
world

Hellyer is known for making some rather outrageous claims - in the past, he's said
the United States intervened to take over an alien crash site in the Canadian
province of Manitoba. These aliens are the source of the anti-climate change
technology, claims Hellyer.

The Illuminati is a group that conspiracy theorists say has a great deal of influence over global
affairs despite being secretive

He also says in the podcast that in the eyes of these alien life forms, humans are
primitive life forms, and that these aliens could help humans in times of need in the
future. 

'Certainly they are more advanced in agriculture and medicine and many other areas
and if that's true why aren't we cooperating with them to build a better world?'
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closed after 'speed
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Teresa, Cape Town, South Africa, 5 years ago

He's a fruitcake.

7819

Click to rate

Just a Dudee, Earth, Finland, 5 years ago

I'm glad the mainstream media now finally exposing the truth please ppl who dont believe this do
researches in the internet which is not controlled by the mainstream ppl are talking about these
things for years in the internet its all there just go watch some videos of david icke for example
many many others are talking about that topics

1360
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DiamondGeezer, London, United Kingdom, 5 years ago

Daily Mail you completely surprise me! Top marks for exposing the evil cabal that runs this world.

774

Click to rate

N.McC.., Birmingham, United Kingdom, 5 years ago

The Illuminati have many names, Big Tobacco, The NRA, The Petroleum Lobby just a few of them.

849

Click to rate

Rammona, Bath, United Kingdom, 5 years ago

Can't believe the crazy people commenting on here..

3511

Click to rate

FotheringhamSmyth, Melbourne, Australia, 5 years ago

Of course there are aliens out there; we would be very naive to think we are alone, given the
number of exoplanets that have been found circling other stars, there are probably billions of
inhabitable worlds. There are many intelligent species in the universe. All are owned by cats.

426

Click to rate

pr0ven, south west, United Kingdom, 5 years ago

Not sure about the technology but he is spot on about the cabal, you only have to look at boards,
trustees and leading foundations in partnership with the UN and EU to know who they are.

451

Click to rate

Working class hero, USSSR, 5 years ago

He eats big meals, he wears high-heels suspendy's and a bra, he wish'd he'd been a girlie just like
his dear mama. But he's a lumberjack and he's OK.

3311

raefinn, Somewhere, Canada, 5 years ago

Where did Verbiers comments go? I finally figured out why he keeps putting down Canada and
Canadians. He's French and I have been known to agitate him, you know, because he's French. I
should tell him that where I live picking on each other is a national sport. The French say we
Anglos are not civilized and we call them cowards. But unlike him I have self esteem so he's got to
be really good to insult me. Whereas I find it easy to insult French people because they get so
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MacGowan survived
his battle with addiction
and a brain infection
fight to retain his status
as the unlikely patron
saint of Yuletide
 

MISS MONEYSAVER:
From longer lasting
bananas to simple
tricks that get your
crockery sparkling
again, readers reveal
their secrets that make
housework a breeze

Love Island's Arabella
Chi sends pulses racing
in a raunchy lingerie set
flaunting her incredible
figure in sexy festive
video
 

As blizzards are
forecast, here are 11
ways to keep warm
WITHOUT putting on the
heating

Met Office issues NEW
weather warning for
today: Half of the
country will be swathed
in ice with blizzards and
six inches of snow on
the way on Sunday after
Tra...

Buckingham Palace
now considers
'disastrous' race row
between Lady Susan
Hussey and black
charity boss Ngozi
Fulani to be 'closed'
after face-to-face
apology as...

She's made a list,
checked it thrice!
Internet goes gaga over
Iowa mother's
INSANELY detailed
'home for the holidays'
plan that she sends to
her adult kids - co...

Do you suffer from
'cluster' headaches?
You could be THREE
TIMES more likely to
develop these
conditions

The Grinch won't stop
us! Revellers drink long
into the night as they
overcome Mick Lynch's
rail strikes to enjoy
Christmas parties on
the first of two 'Black
E...

GBBO's Prue Leith, 82,
rescued by 'angry'
fisherman after her boat
went adrift off the coast
of Sardinia amid engine
failure 
Prue's sea rescue 

Machine Gun Kelly
drops LEECHES on his
bare stomach and calls
them 'my best friends'...
after he and Megan Fox
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confessed to drinking
each other's blood
 

George Harrison's
widow applies to build a
yoga studio in the
grounds of mansion
that The Beatles legend
bought in 1970 
 

Architect of the
American atomic bomb
J. Robert Oppenheimer
is finally CLEARED - 68
years after losing his
security clearance amid
accusations he was a
communis...

'Her family are rallying
around': Noel
Gallagher's daughter
Anais 'splits from long-
term boyfriend Julius
Roberts after three
years together'
 

Mariah Carey bundles
up in thick furry white
coat and black leather
boots while heading to
Madison Square Garden
Christmas concert
 

Strictly Come
Dancing's Helen Skelton
expresses doubts over
winning the show with
her professional partner
Gorka Marquez ahead of
the final 

Lewis Capaldi
hilariously strips off his
T-shirt and sticks his
middle fingers up
during jovial night out
with Niall Horan at
Cazoo World Darts
Championship
 

Boris Becker is
'planning proposal to
girlfriend Lilian - but has
been AXED from BBC
pundit role'... after
serving jail sentence for
bankruptcy fraud
 

Britain's Got Talent
FIRST LOOK: Stephen
Mulhern REPLACES
hosts Ant McPartlin and
Declan Donnelly in huge
shake-up for series
spin-off
 

Kimberly Wyatt looks
effortlessly stylish in
black leather trousers
and a pink jumper as
she attends Vodafone's
Christmas party
 

Ryan Gosling and Eva
Mendes head back to
US for the Christmas
holidays with their two
children - as the actor
takes a break from
filming his new movie
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First Dates star Fred
Sirieix reveals he
underwent a major knee
operation as he posts a
health update from his
hospital bed
 

Natalie Portman
beams while snuggling
up to husband Benjamin
Millepied as they leave a
Moet & Chandon event
in Paris
 

Stormzy gets festive
as he dons a black
Santa hat and orange
hoodie while hosting his
annual charity
Christmas Party
 

Michelle Williams and
Laura Dern reveal they
hope their kids will wait
until they're older if they
choose to act while
chatting for Variety's
Actors on Actors series
 

Strictly's Helen
Skelton looks glam in a
hot pink suit as she
joins fellow finalist
Molly Rainford and
eliminated stars in
heading back to their
hotel ahead of the final
live show
 

Emma Stone and
Margaret Qualley film
emotional car crash
scene in New Orleans
for their upcoming film
AND 
 

James Corden admits
he will 'dramatically fail'
at not 'crying' on his
final episode of The
Late Late Show as he
discusses departure on
The Tonight Show
 

Jack Vidgen and
Courtney Act lead the
celebrity arrivals at the
reopening of ARQ
nightclub in Sydney -
ahead of WorldPride
2023 celebrations
 

Backstreet Boys
appear happy and
united at 2022 Jingle
Ball in Tampa, Florida,
despite sexual assault
lawsuit against Nick
Carter
 

Katie Holmes, 43, and
boyfriend Bobby
Wooten III, 33, call it
quits seven months
after making their red
carpet debut
 

St. Vincent and Joe
Manganiello look ready
to rock at star-studded
Metallica Presents: The
Helping Hands Concert
in Los Angeles
 

Chrissy Teigen bares
her baby bump in all-
black look with a sports
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bra and sleek leggings
while running errands in
Beverly Hills
 

Tarek El Moussa and
pregnant wife Heather
Rae Young carry some
extra outfits as they
make their way to set of
new HGTV show The
Flipping El Moussas
 

Hundreds of diners are
evacuated from swanky
Mayfair restaurant
popular with Love
Island stars after huge
fire breaks out in the
basement
 

Barbie movie teaser:
Margot Robbie is a
bombshell in a black-
and-white swimsuit on a
beach as Ryan
Gosling's Ken pops up
in a vest
 

Issa Rae cuts a chic
figure in red jumpsuit as
she leads stars at
Amazing Grace
Conservatory's Home
For The Holidays 25th
anniversary celebration
 

Angelina Jolie steps
down from role as
special envoy for United
Nations refugee agency
to work with those
'directly affected by
conflict'
 

Strictly's Hamza
Yassin reveals the
heartfelt words he
whispers into Jowita
Przystal's ear each
week before their
performance
 

Ashley Benson keeps
it casual in gray sweats
for a nail appointment
before visiting her
friend's newborn baby
 

Jasmine Guy reveals
she tried to quit A
Different World during
first season after
witnessing Lisa Bonet
and Sinbad being
'disrespected'
 

Katherine Ryan
welcomes daughter
Fenna Grace with
husband Bobby during
'lengthy' home birth - as
she shares snap of her
placenta after labour
 

Abbie Chatfield is
forced to come clean
after fans quiz her about
'body size inclusivity'
for her new
matchmaking show
FBoy Island
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Strictly finalist Fleur
East insists 'I'm not
going to lose my power'
after being told by the
judges to 'control' her
energy, revealing
criticism from the panel
has been 'tough' 
 

Alessandra Ambrosio
flaunts her incredible
figure in a skintight
denim-look catsuit as
she struts down the
catwalk at the Qatar
Fashion United by CR
Runway show
 

Strictly finalists Helen
Skelton and Hamza
Yassin 'in line to bag
six-figure presenting
deals to keep them at
the BBC'

Declared bankrupt,
endured eight months in
prison and now
deported from Britain:
How 'Boom Boom' Boris
Becker flew back to
Germany in a private jet
to plot his most unlikely
comeback yet
 

'It could have been a
factor': Strictly's Molly
Rainford says her stage
school background is a
reason why she's ended
up in the dreaded dance
off four times as voters
feel she has an unfair
advantage 

Jenni Falconer cuts a
stylish figure as she
wraps up in a cream
coat while departing
Scott's restaurant
The radio presenter, 46,
wrapped up in a camel
coat

'Comparison is the
thief of joy': Iskra
Lawrence flaunts her
curves in skimpy
lingerie as she hits out
toxic diet culture in
empowering post
 

Charles and Camilla's
delight at 'welcome
outcome' as late
Queen's lady-in-waiting
Lady Susan Hussey
meets black charity
boss Ngozi Fulani to
apologise in person

Strictly Come
Dancing's Molly
Rainford is planning a
big career change after
this weekend's final of
the ballroom contest
 

Stephen 'tWitch' Boss'
mother breaks her
silence and posts
emotional tribute after
his suicide at LA motel:
'Your mother loves you
to eternity and beyond' 
 

Sophie Brown wows in
a plunging black
minidress in
Manchester... after
being accused of
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'allowing' body-
shaming towards Amy
Christophers
.

'I've had the most
butters period!'
Professor Green gives
health update as he
shares hospital bound
snap after having 'work
on his stomach'
 

'I kind of combusted!'
Pete Doherty was
hospitalised and left
with a white streak in
his hair after biting
through Christmas
lights wire
 

Emily In Paris creator
Darren Star wants Sex
And The City star Kim
Cattrall to join the show:
'It's just about finding a
role that's worthy of
Kim'
 

Pixie Lott flashes her
legs in a black and
white thigh-split gown
as she joins fellow
judges will.i.am, Danny
Jones and newcomer
Ronan Keating at The
Voice Kids launch

ALISON BOSHOFF: 'I
wanted somebody else!'
Pinocchio director
Guillermo del Toro
admits Ewan McGregor
nearly wasn't cast in
remake

Pregnant Chrissy
Teigen flashes her baby
bump wearing 'ugly'
Christmas sweater and
vibrant red leggings for
a holiday party:
'Grandma's night out!'
 

Henry Cavill's cameo
in upcoming Flash film
cut just days after DC
Films fired the star from
his iconic Superman
role

ALISON BOSHOFF:
Marie Antoinette star
Emilia Schule, 30,
taking a year's
sabbatical to study film
directing ahead of BBC
drama's release
 

Nick Cannon
confesses 'guilt' that he
doesn't get to spend
enough time with all his
children as he expects
TWELFTH baby: 'I'm
just spread thin'

ALISON BOSHOFF:
Taylor Swift's fiancé Joe
Alwyn is in WhatsApp
group called 'tortured
man club' with Paul
Mescal and Fleabag's
Andrew Scott
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Kate Hudson
showcases her chic
sense of style in a black
jacket with eye-catching
white lapels ahead of
her BAFTA: A Life in
Pictures interview

Sam Ryder celebrates
number one album as
he becomes first British
male solo artist to top
the charts with a debut
release in three years
 

Julia Roberts' brother
Eric Roberts - whose
daughter is Emma
Roberts - makes a rare
appearance with wife of
30 years at Babylon
premiere
 

Madonna, 64, looks
wrinkle-free with purple
tinted sunglasses on as
she models a jacket
with chains... after
celebrating Sex book
anniversary

Stephen Bear pictured
for first time since he
was found guilty of
sharing sex tape of ex
Georgia Harrison on
OnlyFans
 

David Beckham looks
trendy at Qatar Runway
show - after Joe Lycett
branded him a
'disgrace' over
controversial World Cup
role
 

Subtle dig? Kate
Middleton wears
matching burgundy
outfit with Pippa and
Zara Tindall after
Meghan Markle claimed
she wasn't allowed to
wear the same color as
other royals

Cheers for King
Charles as he dances
off Netflix drama:
Monarch receives a
rapturous welcome and
dances at Jewish
Community Centre
 

Titanic's James
Cameron weighs in
AGAIN on THAT
debated door scene and
reveals he's conducted
experiment to prove
Jack couldn't have
survived

White Lotus star
Meghann Fahy confirms
'something sexual'
happened between
Daphne and Ethan in
that wild season two
finale
 

Drew Barrymore left
blushing as Emily in
Paris hunk Lucien
Laviscount tells her
she's his 'childhood
fantasy' during VERY
flirty exchange
 

Emily Ratajkowski
sheds her bottoms in
cheeky snap rocking
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only a thong and
sweater... before
showcasing her abs in a
crop top

Katy Perry dresses up
like a piece of GINGER
ROOT as she says she
is the 'picture of health'
while promoting apple
cider vinegar drink
 

Jennifer Lopez
bundles up in winter
vest with cargo bottoms
while stepping out in
Hollywood
She always looks
fashionable

Lisa Rinna announces
she has booked a FILM
after being on reality TV
for many years... amid
RHOBH hiatus due to
controversial season
 

Jennifer Lawrence
claims she's seen men
throw the 'biggest hissy
fits' on set... after
backtracking on wild
claim she was first
female action hero
 

Yes, they're sisters!
Gwen Stefani, 53,
shares rare picture with
her sibling Jill to wish
her a happy birthday:
'Love you sissy'
 

Angelina Jolie LEAVES
role as UN refugee
agency envoy after 21
YEARS - as actress
seeks 'to engage on a
broader set of
humanitarian and
human rights issues'

EXCLUSIVE: Tim
Robbins, 64, looks
loved-up with director
Reed Morano, 45, as
pair leave the theatre in
London - two years after
star filed for divorce
from wife, 33 
 

Maisie Smith displays
her washboard abs in a
printed bikini and mesh
beach cover-up as she
enjoys a sun-soaked
getaway to Dubai
 

Brad Pitt, 58, and new
love Ines de Ramon, 29,
seen 'wrapping their
arms around each other
and mingling with
guests' at Babylon
premiere after-party - as
age-gap romance heats
up
 

Lisa Rinna shares that
her husband Harry
Hamlin is recovering
after shoulder surgery:
'I'm his nurse, pray for
him'
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EXCLUSIVE: Emma
Roberts gives boyfriend
Cody John the look of
love as he towers over
5'2" actress during
romantic date night at
Nobu
 

Mindy Kaling models a
Gucci Donald Duck top
as she beams while
joined by close friend
BJ Novak when taking
her daughter to
Disneyland
 

Cardi B in a swimsuit!
The rapper flaunts her
post-baby body in a
lime green one-piece as
she enjoys her beach
vacation with Offset in
Jamaica

Salma Hayek gives her
'kids' - daughter
Valentina and husband
Francois-Henri Pinault's
children -'modest' gifts
at Christmas even
though he's a
BILLIONAIRE
 

Khloe Kardashian's ex
Tristan Thompson
'settles paternity case'
with baby mother
Maralee Nichols as he
agrees 'to pay $9.5K a
month' in child support
 

Carol Vorderman
shows off her curves in
a skintight blue
jumpsuit as she
photobombs Craig
David on This Morning
 

Ashley Graham
shimmers in a tiny gold
dress and $6,000 Jimmy
Choo x Timberland
boots as she leaves Tori
Kelly's 30th birthday
party in Beverly Hills
 

Arrow star Stephen
Amell, 41, and wife
Cassandra, 36,
celebrate their 10th
wedding anniversary
with a beach ceremony
in St Barts

Margot Robbie reveals
she questioned if they
would 'get away with'
orgy scene in new film
Babylon... as co-star
Brad Pitt admits amount
of nudity was 'shocking'
 

Sam Worthington
reveals wife Lara gave
him an ultimatum to quit
drinking as he was a
'belligerent, petulant'
drunk who consumed
booze daily
 

Lisa Hochstein stuns in
blue outfit as she
enjoys another date
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with entrepreneur
Jody Glidden... amid
messy divorce from
Lenny Hochstein
 

Joe Lycett brands
David Beckham a
'disgrace' after
footballer issued 'tone
deaf' statement
addressing his World
Cup role
 

Matt Damon reveals
George Clooney 'once
stole Bill Clinton's
stationery and wrote
fake notes to actors'
saying how much the
President loved their
movies
.

Sarah Jayne Dunn
'earns £700,000 from X-
rated OnlyFans
subscription site' a year
after being sacked from
her £120,000 Hollyoaks
acting job
 

'Can wait to see it!'
Cindy Crawford says
she is excited for
Avatar: Way Of The
Water as she is seen
nearly kissing one of
the film's blue creatures

'It was so filled with
love that day': Richard
Osman details his
wedding day with new
wife Ingrid Oliver in first
TV appearance since
tying the knot
 

Lily Collins rocks
THREE looks in one day
during her promo tour
for the upcoming third
season of Emily In Paris
 

'Put me out! give me
the needle!': A terrified
and tearful Kerry
Katona begs for pain
relief while getting a
new set of veneers in
Turkey
 

Dwayne Johnson
wishes daughter
Jasmine, seven, a
happy birthday with
heartfelt note: 'I love
you more than words
exist for me'
 

Kevin Bridges shares
the first photo of his
baby son as he leaves a
show and his adorable
name is revealed afer
wife Kerry gave birth
last summer
 

Backstreet Boys' AJ
McLean says band 'fully
support Nick Carter'
amid rape allegation
made against singer by
disabled woman
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Amanda Holden gets
into festive spirit as she
enjoys a tipple while
looking glam in a sequin
jumpsuit for Heart FM's
Breakfast Show
 

Josh Brolin, 54, gets a
massive tattoo of an
animal skull over an
anchor on his arm...
after sharing a shirtless
selfie where he looked
muscular for Dune 2
 

Real Housewives Of
Miami star Larsa Pippen
flashes the flesh in
busty sequin mini dress
as Guerdy Abraira bares
midriff at party for fifth
season
 

Ashley Roberts teams
festive gold sequin skirt
with an all-black
ensemble as she leaves
Heart FM in the mood to
party 
 

'There is more than
one route to
motherhood': Vicky
Pattison, 35, details her
egg freezing journey in
candid post 
 

Ed Sheeran's Notting
Hill bar in West London
is yet to turn a profit
after slipping £204,000
into the red last year
during Covid pandemic
 

Kate Hudson looks
effortlessly chic in a
black knitted dress and
white leather boots as
she attends screening
of Glass Onion: A
Knives Out Mystery
 

A Place in the Sun's
Jonnie Irwin speaks out
on devastating mistake
he made after terminal
cancer diagnosis
 

Your gifting list made
easier! 30 BEST deals to
shop this weekend -
including £75 off the
Dyson Supersonic Hair
Dryer (but only for a
limited time)
 

Myleene Klass gives
off Princess Leia vibes
with huge fluffy white
earmuffs as she arrives
at Smooth FM in a teal
trouser suit and roll
neck jumper
 

Ashley Roberts is
spared from facing her
alleged stalker 'who
turned up at her flat and
radio station claiming
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she was his girlfriend'
when trial begins 
 

Sir Mick Jagger and
his younger brother
Chris pop out for a pint
at a London pub before
watching live music by
late Ronnie Lane's band
Slim Chance
 

James Corden admits
it's 'terrifying' to leave
the Late Late Show as
he reveals he's
returning to the UK as
there are 'people that
are getting older' 
 

Festive and fabulous!
Crown Princess Victoria
of Sweden looks
elegant in red as she
chooses this year's
Christmas trees in
Stockholm
 

'Usually it's obvious
who I should send
home': Strictly's Shirley
Ballas says voting off
'superstar' Will Mellor
was a 'very very
difficult' decision
 

Prince Harry and
Meghan's director friend
Tyler Perry reveals he
'tried to commit suicide
a couple of times' after
being sexually abused
as a child 
 

Sir Ringo Starr goes
incognito as he joins
wife Barbara Bach for a
luxury Christmas
shopping spree at
Moncler in London
 

'I feel so let down!'
Katherine Jenkins hits
out at British Airways
for losing her luggage
ahead of performance at
Pope's Christmas
concert in Rome
 

Don't miss out! Get
50% off these Aldi
wireless earbuds - now
£9.99 (plus 10 more
trending SpecialBuys to
shop today)
 

Chelsea Handler is
'open to' taking over for
Trevor Noah on The
Daily Show as she
notes late night needs
more females: 'Where
are the women?'
 

Brendan Fraser WON'T
attend the Golden Globe
Award ceremony
despite Best Actor
nomination... following
2003 groping claims
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'I don't look anything
like her!': Naomi Ackie
reveals she donned fake
teeth in the Whitney
Houston biopic - as
actress is tipped for an
Oscar
 

Pregnant Molly-Mae
Hague displays her
baby bump in grey
leggings during winter
walk as she awaits the
arrival of her first child
 

Actor Kevin Spacey,
63, appears in court via
videolink from the
Middle East accused of
a string of sex offences
against new alleged
victim 
 

Shakira looks in high
spirits with sons Milan
and Sasha in Rome...
while ex Gerard Piqué
enjoys a romantic
weekend with new
girlfriend Clara Chia
 

Tom Hanks and stylish
wife Rita Wilson pose
with their youngest son
Truman for a family
snap in London during
A Man Called Otto
photocall
 

Roman Kemp jokes
about setting Ed Balls
up with Love Island's
Paige Thorne after the
former MP asked about
the reality star live on
GMB
 

Cheers for William and
Kate as Royal family
stick together in
silence: Moment fans
tell Prince and Princess
of Wales 'we love you' at
Westminster Abbey
 

Elle Fanning, 24, and
beau Max Minghella, 37,
are a glamorous couple
at the Babylon premiere
in LA... their first red
carpet in three years
 

RuPaul's Drag Race
UK's The Vivienne
practices impressive
lifts during Dancing On
Ice training in Liverpool
James, 29, won the drag
competition in 2019

Everything you need
to know about the
Strictly Come Dancing
Final: AJ Pritchard and
Ann Widdecombe join
REBECCA LAWRENCE
for her video guide 
 

Caped crusader!
Queen Letizia of Spain
looks chic in grey and
black at a meeting in
Madrid for the
Foundation for Help
Against Drug Addiction 
 

So what DID William text
Harry after Oprah
interview? Moment
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Duke grimaces and
clasps his hands behind
his head after receiving
message
 

Josh Hutcherson
celebrates his 
girlfriend Claudia
Traisac's 30th birthday
by taking her for a spin
on a moped as they
spend time in Madrid
 

Princess of Wales'
sister matches with
Kate for Christmas
Carol service - after
Harry and Meghan
Netflix documentary
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royal Duke and
Duchess of Sussex
titles after showing
'distaste for the
monarchy' in series
 

Gerard Pique, 35,
cosies up to girlfriend
Clara Chia, 23, on a
romantic weekend in
Prague - as ex Shakira
takes sons to Rome
 

'Worried' Love Island
star Chloe Crowhurst
reveals her baby
daughter, 8 months, has
Strep A - as UK battles
outbreak of life-
threatening virus
 

Tom Parker's widow
Kelsey breaks her
silence after romance
with convicted killer
was revealed - saying
her late husband would
'want' her to find love
 

Floyd Mayweather Jr.'s
daughter Iyanna, 22,
avoids prison after
pleading guilty to
stabbing a woman at ex-
fiancé rapper
YoungBoy's  home
 

Kate's curtsey for
Charles! Princess of
Wales first public
gesture of respect for
the new King sends
royal fans wild 
 

Britney Spears goes
topless and husband
Sam Asghari admits he
doesn't like her racy
shots but defends her
freedom after being
'under a microscope' 
 

Rebekah and Jamie
Vardy sign copies of
their children's novel for
queuing fans - after the
book was branded
'drivel' by disappointed
parents
 

Harry and Meghan's
'exhausting endurance
test' documentary is
scored at lowly 43% by
Rotten Tomatoes critics
as US media rounds on
Netflix show
 

Floyd Mayweather
looks downcast as his
Los Angeles Clippers
fall short against the
Phoenix Suns before
congratulating Chris
Paul
 

So that's where she
gets it from! Margot
Robbie brings her VERY
glamorous mother as
her date to the premiere
of her film Babylon
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Strictly's finalists Fleur
East and Helen Skelton
battle the freezing
weather as they head to
dress rehearsals ahead
of Saturday's grand
finale
 

Helena Christensen,
53, turns up the heat as
she shows off her toned
figure in a racy sheer
bodysuit for photoshoot
in her garden
 

Prince Harry delivered
the most partisan attack
on the Royal Family
since Diana 27 years
ago... he has smashed
all fraternal bonds, says
Richard Kay
 

Emily In Precipitation!
Lily Collins braves the
rain in a dazzling white
mini dress to attend
star-studded Season 3
screening of her hit
Netflix series 
 

ITV presenter Laura
Woods poses with the
BBC's Gary Lineker and
Alan Shearer at a classy
Japanese restaurant in
Qatar... before the World
Cup final 
 

Suranne Jones is
delighted her son, 6,
can enjoy her new
Christmas show
following lesbian drama
Gentleman Jack
 

Prince Harry's tight
bond with Princess
Eugenie revealed - as
£88m Netflix docu-
series delves into
cousins' friendship
 

'I'll miss you but I have
nothing but happy
memories in my heart':
Vicky McClure reveals
her nan Jean has
passed away as she
pens sweet tribute
 

Lori Harvey cuts a
casual figure in a black
tracksuit as she leaves
sushi restaurant with
pal after glam night out
with Kylie Jenner
 

How royal family
showed 'bonding and
unity' at Christmas carol
concert after Harry and
Meghan's Netflix claims
 

Tom Hanks reveals he
told youngest son
Truman he 'had to hit
the marks and not rely
on his last name' as
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they star together in A
Man Called Otto
 

Prince Harry's
godmother Lady Sarah
Chatto makes low-key
appearance at Kate's
carol service as royals
put on united front
 

Imogen Thomas
shows off her toned
legs in a velvet skirt
with a sexy thigh-split
as she heads to a
Christmas party 
 

SARAH VINE: Last
week I said I felt sorry
for Harry. What a fool I
am! The real arrogant,
bitter, vicious Prince
appears to be a rather
nasty piece of work
 

Married at First Sight
UK star George Roberts
is looking for love again
on dating app Bumble
after being accused of
manipulative behaviour
 

Prince and Princess of
Wales and King and
Queen Consort tweet
about Kate's carol
concert in their first
ever joint social post
 

The Harry and Meghan
saga took a 'terrible toll'
on the Queen and left
her 'very low', reveals
REBECCA ENGLISH
 

Kate Ferdinand admits
she still feels like an
'outsider' and like she
'isn't part' of her
blended family with
husband Rio
 

Babes of Babylon!
Margot Robbie and
Olivia Wilde flash the
flesh in edgy all-black
as they join a dapper
Brad Pitt at star-studded
LA premiere of 1920s
comedy romp 
 

Adele's beau Rich Paul
looks stylish in a suede
ensemble as he steps
out for birthday dinner
in LA... with girlfriend
nowhere to be seen
 

Belinda Carlisle, 64,
looks stunning in
sparkles as she attends
charity Christmas party
in Hollywood 
 

Coronation Street
SPOILER: Nina Lucas
and Roy Cropper come
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close to tragedy as
they film river scenes
which spark death fears
for the New Year
 

Lilly Becker bundles
up while she runs
errands in London just
hours before ex Boris is
released early from his
jail sentence
 

Prince William feels
'betrayed' by Harry and
will be 'taking Megflix
very personally' - which
has left 'reconciliation
almost impossible',
royal expert reveals
 

Bearded Michael J.
Fox cuts a casual figure
in a plaid shirt and
leather jacket as he
joins wife Tracy Pollan
at a hockey game
 

Olivia Wilde looks chic
in a stylish black blazer
dress with sheer skirt
as she poses at
Babylon premiere - after
her split from Harry
Styles
 

The MANY questions
left lingering after
Meghan and Harry's
bombshell Netflix doc:
Couple launch a series
of attacks on royals
 

Inside Holly
Willoughby's family ski
break at £1k-per-NIGHT
luxury chalet in the
French Alps with hot
tub and private chef 
 

'Your Dad would be on
Cloud 9 today!' Fleur
East breaks down in
tears as she's surprised
by her beloved uncle on
her last Hits Radio show
before the Strictly final
 

Chrishell Stause stuns
in a form-fitting Dolce
and Gabbana gown as
she stylishly attends the
Babylon premiere in
Los Angeles
 

Beaming Dawn French
looks incredible in an
elaborate silver gown as
she returns to the stage
as a pantomime dame in
Jack And The Beanstalk
 

Brendan Fraser
'excited' by Oscars Best
Actor buzz for The
Whale as he talks
'extensive prosthetics'
to transform into 600-
pound character
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Sussexes' former PR
chief rejects claims he
gave evidence against
Meghan to a court at the
behest of Prince
William 
 

LeBron James and his
stylish wife Savannah
James look happier
than ever as they leave
a festive party in LA
 

Eddie Izzard's one-
person adaptation of
Great Expectations is
branded 'transfixing' as
star takes her curtain
call in ruffled blouse
and heeled boots
 

Shane Warne's
children Brooke,
Jackson and Summer
have emotional reunion
with disabled teenager
their father helped a
decade ago
 

William quotes late
Queen's love of 'the
spirit of togetherness at
Christmas' at
Westminster Abbey
carol service
 

Now Hailey Bieber
wears THAT $7,750
padded bomber... after
pal Kendall Jenner was
mercilessly mocked for
wearing jacket that
'looks like testicles'
 

'We feel it is a good
time to pause': Filming
for BBC Two comedy
Inside No. 9 is set to
stop after its ninth
series launch and
Christmas special
 

JAN MOIR: How lucky
Harry and Meghan had
the cameras there to
capture that text from
Beyonce
 

Meet my girl Ruby
Sweetheart: Tobey
Maguire brings
daughter, 16, to the LA
premiere of his movie
Babylon
 

Charlotte Dawson
praises Jon Culshaw for
his 'uncanny' portrayal
of her late father Les in
stage show Flying High
as they pull her dad's
famous gurn
 

Is it goodbye
Superman, hello Mr
Bond? Odds are
slashed on Henry Cavill
to be the next 007 after
he was fired as the Man
Of Steel
 

'It was the first time
someone saw the
sacrifice': Meghan
Markle says plane crew
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thanked her for
service to the UK on
flight back to Canada
 

Pregnant Heather Rae
Young and husband
Tarek El Moussa pose
for holiday family
photoshoot with his
kids in themed pajamas
 

Michelle Williams
plays Portland sculptor
in new trailer for
upcoming comedy-
drama Showing Up
 

Harry and Meghan's
depiction of Elizabeth II
as a sweet but
powerless puppet at the
mercy of dark Palace
forces isn't just wrong -
it's demeaning
 

American media goes
cold on Harry and
Meghan: Fox says
they're on track to
become 'most hated
royals ever'
 

Taylor Hill opts for a
white-strand turtleneck
dress for the Babylon
premiere in LA... after
sharing her wedding
registry
 

Kate Walsh walks red
carpet with new fiancé
Andrew Nixon during
special screening of
Emily In Paris
 

Red-y for the
festivities! Princess of
Wales looks radiant in
an Eponine burgundy
coat dress and dazzling
drop earrings as she
shrugs off Netflix drama
 

Princess of Wales
sends a sweet tweet to
adorable boy who
attended her Christmas
carol concert at
Westminster Abbey
tonight
 

Cold Feet star Helen
Baxendale, 52, packs on
the PDA with her
director husband David
Williams as they enjoy
lunch at a cafe in
Chelsea
 

Seeing double! Prince
George and Princess
Charlotte are mini-mes
of their parents William
and Kate as they don
matching outfits at royal
carol concert
 

Royals refuse to
comment on Harry's
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claims that William
'screamed' and Charles
lied during
Sandringham talks
 

After the Duke was
filmed grimacing and
clasping his hands
behind his head... what
DID William text Harry
after bombshell Oprah
interview? 
 

Jesse Metcalfe splits
from model Corin
Jamie-Lee Clark after
more than two years
together... as romance
wasn't moving to 'the
next level'
 

Shantaram starring
Charlie Hunnam is
canceled by Apple TV
Plus after just one
season... just a day
before the finale airs
 

Khloe Kardashian
shows off her fierce
new fringe in some
smoldering selfies: 'We
said bangs' 
 

Harry 'never' thought
his family's protection
by British police would
be taken away when he
and Meghan stepped
back as working royals
 

Jennifer Lopez
bundles up in a plaid
red coat and brown
boots as she steps out
for a stroll in Beverly
Hills to do some last
minute festive shopping
 

Painting the town red!
Royals step out in
matching burgundy
coats to attend Kate
Middleton's
Westminster concert
 

Keep Cam and carry
on! Queen Consort
looks elegant on to visit
London's Community
Kitchen facilities hours
after Harry and
Meghan's Netflix show 
 

Henry Cavill set to star
and executive produce
a Warhammer 40000 TV
series for Amazon... a
day after he was FIRED
from his iconic
Superman role
 

Pippa Middleton dons
a chic burgundy coat as
she arrives at
Westminster Abbey to
attend her sister Kate
Middleton's Christmas
carol service
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'He's massively in our
thoughts': Gemma
Collins reveals her
devastation after her
father's twin brother
was hospitalised with a
mystery illness
 

'I feel so much
happier, healthier, and
fitter': Strictly finalist
Hamza Yassin reveals
he's lost over a stone
and a half and five
inches off his waistline
 

Heidi Klum dons
spike-heeled boots to
shop on Rodeo Drive in
Beverly Hills with
husband Tom Kaulitz
 

Barbie movie trailer is
attached to prints of
Avatar: The Way of
Water... though fans are
upset the trailer isn't
online yet
 

David Beckham
FINALLY addresses his
controversial World Cup
role as Joe Lycett reads
out a statement from the
former footballer 
 

Back in the fold! Mike
Tindall joins Zara and
fellow royals to support
Kate at her annual carol
concert - in first
appearance with the
family since I'm a Celeb
 

Jean Smart glams up
in black maxi-sleeved
gown for the Los
Angeles premiere of
star-studded movie
Babylon
 

Kobe Bryant's model
daughter Natalia looks
elegant at Babylon
movie premiere in LA...
after being granted
restraining order
against stalker 
 

What a frill! Kelly
Rowland wows in
cleavage-baring
majestic red gown as
she attends the global
premiere of Babylon in
Los Angeles
 

Kate Walsh looks très
chic in VERY colorful
suit as she promotes
season three of Emily In
Paris in Manhattan
 

Eiza Gonzalez exudes
classic glamour in chic
black dress with sheer
sleeves at Babylon
premiere
 

'Are you sleeping with
Tristan?' Khloe
Kardashian gets grilled
on current relationship
with love rat ex in
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revealing lie detector
test with Kourtney
 

Euphoria star Jacob
Elordi unveils new
behind the scenes
photo from the set of
upcoming Priscilla
Presley biopic
 

Serena Williams
strikes a seductive pose
in a curve-clinging blue
velvet dress and silver
heels to promote her
clothing line
 

Has Pete Davidson's
fling with Emily
Ratajkowski fizzled ?
SNL star joins Bodies
Bodies Bodies co-star
Chase Sui Wonders at
hockey game... after
model's date with DJ 
 

Kate Upton puts her
curves on display in
tiny blue bikini while
partying with Justin
Verlander and pals at
$450K-a-week villa
 

Harry and Meghan
Netflix series RECAP:
Sussexes accuse
William of 'screaming',
King Charles of 'lying' in
latest 'truth bombs'... as
royals present united
front at carol service 
 

Danniella Westbrook
shares a rare snap with
her dementia-stricken
father Andrew as she
plans to spend
Christmas with him
 

DAN WOOTTON:
Gutless Harry has
accused his brother
William of 'bullying' him
out of the Royal Family
without a scrap of
evidence to advance
this ugly family feud
 

Louise Thompson
shows support for
striking NHS nurses as
she details fall-out from
harrowing near-death
birthing experience 
 

Aaron Carter's on-
off fiancée Melanie
Martin regains full
custody of pair's baby
son Prince - one month
after singer's death
aged 34  
 

Avatar fans who
became depressed
because they couldn't
live in director James
Cameron's fictional
world of Pandora now
get ready for the sequel
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ALISON BOSHOFF:
Angelina Jolie to get
key FBI report into
THAT private jet scrap
with Brad Pitt 
 

Claims that Meghan
bullied staff are
dismissed in Netflix
documentary as a
'panic' response to her
and Harry's Oprah
interview
 

Strictly finalist Helen
Skelton battles the
freezing temperatures
as she leaves
rehearsals with pro
partner Gorka Marquez
 

Hayley Kiyoko and
Becca Tilley hold hands
as they attend Babylon
premiere in style... less
than a year after going
public with their
romance
 

Dino Danelli, the
drummer for Rock and
Roll Hall of Fame
inductees The Rascals,
dies at the age of 78
 

Jane Fonda
announces her cancer
is in REMISSION:
Screen legend told by
oncologist she can
discontinue
chemotherapy
 

Harry Styles looks
weary as he steps out in
Gucci tracksuit in LA
after returning from tour
- amid claims ex Olivia
Wilde is sad following
their split
 

EDEN CONFIDENTIAL:
I wanted to wear black
after split-up, says
Helena Bonham Carter 
 

A brrr-illiant disguise!
A-list singer wraps up in
a BALACLAVA teamed
with a racy miniskirt
and suspenders - so
can YOU guess who it
is? 
 

'They're going to
regret airing family
grievances': The View
co-hosts are split on
whether Meghan and
Harry did $100M series
'for the money'
 

Joe Alwyn and Paul
Mescal talk sex
scenes...but make no
mention of their famous
girlfriends Taylor Swift
and Phoebe Bridgers
 

Matthew Perry
discusses why it's
'painful' for him to
watch Friends while
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appearing on
the Jennifer Hudson
Show
 

CHRISTOPHER
STEVENS reviews last
night's TV: Stacey
Solomon has Christmas
wrapped up with glue,
glitter and... loo rolls 
 

RHONJ star Teresa
Giudice shows off
kitchen in her $3.35MIL
New Jersey home,
complete with luxurious
gold finishings
 

Death Stranding video
game gets new film
adaptation from creator
Hideo Kojima's Kojima
Productions... which will
introduce new
characters
 

Khloe Kardashian
reveals she won't let her
daughter True, four,
have a sleepover at her
sister Kourtney's house
 

Duran Duran, New
Edition, J-Hope and Jax
lead star-studded
performance lineup for
Dick Clark's New Year's
Rockin' Eve With Ryan
Seacrest in New York
City
 

Olivia Jade has
flushed red cheeks after
a hot yoga session in
West Hollywood... as
she continues to
romance Euphoria's
Jacob Elordi
 

Beyonce's Club
Renaissance sells out
'within minutes' after
music icon announced
two-night event at
undisclosed location in
Los Angeles
 

Croatian model Ivana
Knoll stuns in a TINY
bikini as she celebrates
3million followers after
rising to fame as the
'World Cup's sexiest
fan'
 

Megan Fox looks
impressed as she
watches fiancé Machine
Gun Kelly touch up her
cobalt blue manicure
with nail polish from
UN/DN LAQR  
 

Jack Huston will direct
his first feature film
titled Day Of The Fight
featuring Joe Pesci and
Michael Pitt
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Pregnant Chrissy
Teigen drapes
blossoming baby bump
in black cut-out dress
as she shows off
Christmas decorations
 

'My sobriety is
something I'm very
grateful for': Lisa
Rinna's daughter
Delilah Hamlin talks
leading a healthier life
after suffering seizures
 

Duke of Sussex
believes stress of Mail
on Sunday court case
caused Meghan to have
a miscarriage
 

'Thanks for the
birthday love!' Vanessa
Hudgens dazzles in a
blue slip dress in
radiant post shared the
day after star turned 34
 

EPHRAIM
HARDCASTLE: King
Charles's fondness for
Princess Beatrice led
him to amend the
Counsellors of State Act
 

'My children probably
wouldn't forgive me':
Princess of Wales jokes
about being a bad
singer while hosting her
Christmas carol concert
at Westminster Abbey
 

Jason Momoa
explores rock climbing
in trailer for his new
HBO Max series The
Climb: 'It just opens
your mind'
 

'Wow! H just got a text
from his brother': Harry
shares text from William
with Meghan amid
fallout from 'truth bomb'
Oprah interview 
 

Kate Hudson dazzles
in a plunging silver
sequinned trouser suit
as she attends the Paris
premiere of Glass
Onion: A Knives Out
Mystery
 

Georgia Harrison says
secret boyfriend could
be 'The One' - after her
ex Stephen Bear was
found guilty of posting a
sex tape of her online
 

Why Meghan and
Harry blame their tour in
Australia for RUINING
their relationship with
the Royals: 'We stole
their limelight'
 

Henry Cavill NOT
returning to The Witcher
following Superman
firing with Liam
Hemsworth remaining
in lead Netflix role
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Emily In Paris star Lily
Collins flashes her
toned legs in a lime
green shirt under a
black coat as she heads
to an event for season
three of her hit show
 

Michael McIntyre
sweetly details how he
'finally got the girl' while
meeting his wife Kitty -
as he jests 'she didn't
like me for a while'
 

Janelle Monae is
effortlessly chic in a
black polo neck jumper
and velvet skirt at the
Paris premiere of Glass
Onion: A Knives Out
Mystery
 

Gordon Ramsay says
he's open to Strictly
Come Dancing despite
having 'size 15 feet' -
after 'inspirational and
amazing' daughter Tilly 
competed last year
 

Cassie stuns in a
dramatically oversized
trench coat as she
steps out for a night on
the town with friends in
New York City
 

'It's a very different
time now': Minnie
Driver, 52, reflects on
life as an older actress
where 'newness and
youth' is valued above
everything
 

Billie Lourd reveals
she has welcomed baby
girl with husband
Austen Rydell... and her
name is of British origin
 

Celine Dion's children
Rene-Charles, 21, and
twins Nelson and Eddy,
12, credited with
helping her amid Stiff
Person Syndrome
battle 
 

'I've been living a lie
for 20 years!' Sean Paul
fans stunned as they
realise they've been
singing his lyrics
WRONG
 

Yellowjackets gets
renewed for a third
season BEFORE its
second season even
airs... as Showtime tries
to capitalize on the dark
thriller's success
 

MORE footage of
Princess Diana's
nterview with BBC
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journalist Martin
Bashir is used in latest
volume of Harry and
Meghan's Netflix series
 

Kim Kardashian is
every inch the fun mom
and aunt as she poses
in matching festive
pajamas with daughter
Chicago, son Saint, and
nieces True and Dream
 

The Return of the Hot
Equerry! Royal fans
swoon (again) as they
spot hunky kilt-clad
major behind Kate at
royal carol concert
 

Zooey Deschanel
picks up a snack while
seemingly cheering on
France by modeling a
'Oui' sweatshirt as the
team heads to the World
Cup final
 

Harry claims Palace
aides 'PREVENTED' him
from seeing The Queen:
Duke says his late
grandmother 'suddenly
rescinded offer for him
and Meghan to visit'
 

Sharon Stone posts a
sweet throwback photo
of her three oldest sons
at Christmas... after it
was revealed that she
had 'adopted' a fourth
son
 

Mel C looks glamorous
in a striking white
trouser suit ahead of
her performance at the
Royal Carols: Together
at Christmas service at
Westminster Abbey
 

Prince Harry and
Meghan reveal Oprah
was stunned by the
'small' size of their
Kensington Palace
cottage when she 'went
round for tea'
 

Rhian Sugden wraps
up warm in a chic black
coat and leopard print
scarf as she enjoys a
date night with husband
Oliver Mellor
 

Eva Mendes, 48,
invites fans inside the
love nest she shares
with Ryan Gosling, 42,
as she models a flowing
floral print dress
 

Christine Quinn makes
rare move of kissing
husband Christian
Richard in public as she
goes
uncharacteristically
casual
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Ellen DeGeneres
shares a moving clip of
'all the love and
laughter' she shared
with her late friend and
DJ Stephen 'tWitch'
Boss
 

The Hollywood home
that never was: Late
comedian Leslie
Jordan's Los Angeles
condo - the first and
ONLY home he ever
bought
 

Piers Morgan jokingly
hits back at 'Megsflix
whine-a-thon' after
Sussexes took aim by
playing clips of him as
couple describe 'upset'
at Meghan 'stealing
limelight'
 

Ready for business!
Crown Princess Leonor
of Spain cuts a stylish
figure donning a grey
blazer to meet
volunteers from Red
Cross
 

Flying under the radar!
Janet Jackson bundles
up in a VERY oversized
puffer jacket as she
arrives in NYC... ahead
of her Together Again
tour
 

Miley Cyrus considers
playing Dolly Parton in
a biopic of the country
icon and says she's
'sucked, tucked and
plucked, just like she
taught me!'
 

Tori Spelling once
again proves she is still
with husband Dean
McDermott as she
shows off gingerbread
house with BOTH their
names on it
 

'He said he's with us
all the way': Paddy
McGuinness shows
support for striking NHS
nurses as he joins
picket line at Alder Hey
Children's Hospital
 

'But it was so small!'
Glimpses of Prince
Harry and Meghan
Markle's tiny
Nottingham Cottage
love nest with its 'cosy
but accessible décor'
 

Thandiwe Newton
receives an OBE for
services to film and
charity during
investiture ceremony at
Buckingham Palace
 

'It led to a discovery!':
Rebel Wilson says
kissing Charlotte
Gainsbourg inspired her
to pursue women as
she calls partner
Ramona 'awesome'
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'Beyonce just texted. I
still can't believe she
knows who I am':
Moment singer
congratulates Meghan
Markle on Oprah
interview
 

'She was a true
warrior': Emotional Alec
Baldwin pays poignant
tribute to late mother
Carol on her 93rd
birthday
 

Florence Pugh puts on
an emotional
performance as a grief-
struck woman in trailer
for her ex-boyfriend
Zach Braff's directorial
debut A Good Person
 

Oliver Proudlock's
wife Emma Louise
Connolly shares sweet
tribute to mark couples
two year wedding
anniversary 
 

Dazzling in white!
Countess Wessex is
elegant in a cream coat
and leather boots to
support Kate's
Christmas carol service
 

Kendall Jenner's
$7,750 padded bomber
is mercilessly mocked
on Instagram, as critics
joke the puffy leather
jacket resembles 'a
scrotum'
 

Daisy Edgar-Jones
lands the starring role
in a movie based on
Seventies singer Carole
King adapted from the
hit stage musical
Beautiful
 

Taylor Swift's
boyfriend Joe Alwyn
spends his famous
girlfriend's 33rd
birthday filming
secretive project with
Emma Stone
 

Jonah Hill steps out in
a cozy striped sweater
after having dinner with
friends at Giorgio Baldi
in Santa Monica
 

Eugenie arrives at
Christmas carol service
with her sister Beatrice -
hours after making a
SECOND appearance in
Harry and Meghan's
docu-series
 

Meghan Markle breaks
down in tears as she
has guided meditation
session with Prince
Harry in new bombshell
Netflix documentary
 

Kesha holds the arm of
a mystery man when
leaving a romantic
seaside restaurant...
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four months after she
was seen cuddling the
same man
 

'He made the
decision!' Sister Wives
star Meri Brown
confirms split from
Kody after 32 year
'spiritual marriage'
 

Abigail Spencer tears
up as she claims she
'wasn't allowed to say
anything' about Meghan
Markle's 'really dark
time' in the UK
 

Dancing On Ice
judges Jayne Torvill and
Christopher Dean cut
casual figures in warm
quilted coats as they
leave a skating rink
together
 

Stanley Tucci: Search
For Italy is CANCELED
by CNN due to cut
backs on original
programming - despite
being a huge hit with
viewers
 

Today's headlines Most Read
'Kate and William will feel deeply wounded
- I feel dirty after watching it': Harry and
Meghan's Netflix...
Terrified diners sprint for safety as swanky
Mayfair restaurant popular with Love Island
stars turns into...

NHS bosses tell hospitals to discharge as
many patients as possible ahead of
'extreme disruption' caused by...
Britain goes DEEPER into the big freeze:
New Met Office weather warning extends
across country with...

My boss keeps trying to hug me at work
but I can't stand it - what should I do?

ANDREW NEIL: Yes, December has been
grim. But here's why I believe next year WILL
be so much better 

Harry and Meghan to miss out on first
Christmas since the Queen's death: King
and Queen Consort invite wider...
Meghan and Prince Harry release their
sparkling 'paper-free' 'holiday season' card
that includes a picture...

PLATELL'S PEOPLE: Setting aside the
slurs against our late Queen and calling
his father a liar... Harry's...
Prince Andrew finally sells Swiss ski chalet to
British family for £19m after more than a year
of wrangling...

EXCLUSIVE: King Charles WILL invite
Harry and Meghan to his Coronation as
royals steadfastly try to maintain...
Buckingham Palace now considers
'disastrous' race row between Lady Susan
Hussey and black charity boss Ngozi...

EDEN CONFIDENTIAL: Move over kilt-clad
hunk! Royal fans swoon as dashing new
equerry to Queen Camilla and...
MEGHAN MCCAIN: Kiss America goodbye,
Harry and Meghan, you've finally lost us:
We're covering our eyes,...

Calls for King Charles to STRIP Prince
Harry and Meghan Markle of royal Duke
and Duchess of Sussex titles...
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'We love you': Fans cheered Prince and
Princess of Wales at Westminster Abbey as
Royal Family 'vows to avoid...

EXCLUSIVE: Camilla's VERY glamorous
private party: Dame Judi Dench, Piers
Morgan, Claudia Winkleman and...
British woman, 50, dies in hospital after she
and her elderly mother were mowed down by
a hit-and-run driver...

Police watchdog to probe officer filmed
pushing a reveller during Brixton O2
Academy 'stampede' which left...
Black Eye Friday lives up to its name!
Britain's city centres explode in violence as
festive revellers swing...

Biden gives ANOTHER Kennedy a job:
Will make Joe Kennedy, 42, special envoy
to Northern Ireland after making...
House prices could fall by 8% in 2023
following stellar hikes this year, warn lenders
and estate agents

Gary Glitter to be freed from prison in
WEEKS: Disgraced paedophile faces
release after serving just half of...
Man and woman arrested over deaths of
boys, five and two, were known to the
children, Met police say 

Why EVERYONE - including Bella Hadid -
is going mad for 'mewing': Bizarre jaw
tightening technique that uses...
Killing fields of liberal Canada: Shocking
figures reveal thousands including those who
aren't terminally...

DR MICHAEL MOSLEY: How to ward off
winter bugs this Christmas - keep your
nose covered and warm!
What does YOUR face say about you?
Expert reveals the meaning behind fine lines
and wrinkles  

Lord Of The Rings author JRR Tolkien's
daughter Priscilla - who fiercely guarded
the author’s legacy -...
Ex-girlfriend of top British Council adviser is
fined £200 after hurling a glass of white wine
in her...

Elon Musk LIFTS Twitter suspensions
after abruptly HANGING UP on
Washington Post and BuzzFeed
journalists -...
Revealed: 50 migrants were rescued from
SECOND sinking boat on night that four died
in the Channel

Rishi Sunak's asylum plan will see
'thousands of backlog cases approved in
a mass box-ticking exercise' as...
How to boost your booty... WITHOUT going
under the knife: As doctors warn of a BBL
'epidemic' in the US,...

Stonewall's reading list for primary age
pupils is embraced across the country
despite organisations...
Architect of the American atomic bomb J.
Robert Oppenheimer is finally CLEARED - 68
years after losing his...

As blizzards are forecast, here are 11
ways to keep warm WITHOUT putting on
the heating
Food delivery robot stuck on an icy pavement
stuns passer-by by politely thanking him for
his help

How to protect your home from £7,500
burst pipe bills as freezing temperatures
set to continue this weekend
I want to cut my energy bill but still stay warm
in the freezing weather: How do I work out
what my central...

Pictured: British oil rig worker beaten to
death 'by colleague', as family pay tribute
to 'loving partner,...
Nurses' union boss tells Rishi Sunak to 'get a
grip' of strike crisis as ambulance walkout
threatens fresh...

Less than 16,000 appointments were
postponed during the nurses' strike -
despite Health Minister Maria...
Thanks, Mick! Merry Christmas is ruined for
businesses as rail strikes crush retailers and
experts warn...
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Pressure grows on Mick Lynch to accept
pay deal as it emerges 250 rail staff earn
at least £100,000 a year
DAILY MAIL COMMENT: Show unions who's
really in charge, Rishi 

Royal Mail strikes leave children hoping
for a letter from Santa facing Christmas
heartbreak as homes go...
Amazon warehouse workers vote to strike
after wildcat walkouts at four sites over online
giant's 'pathetic'...

Swampy and his fellow anti-HS2
protesters who occupied Euston station
tunnels face retrial after prosecutors...
Revealed: BBC arranged place on Strictly
Come Dancing for Hamza Yassin to make
him a household name ahead of...
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